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Structuring of private equity acquisitions in Switzerland
Walder Wyss Ltd  Corporate Tax - Switzerland

The acquisition and sale of a Swiss company by a private equity fund is associated with numerous tax challenges that should be
considered when setting up a suitable acquisition structure.

Swiss withholding tax

In recent years, the Swiss tax authorities have developed a rather sophisticated and strict practice on the avoidance of treaty shopping
and/or treaty abuse to eliminate or mitigate Swiss withholding tax (WHT) on dividends. The problem arises not only in the event of pro�t
distributions to the acquisition company (to pay down bank debt) or to the private equity fund (recap), but also in the event of a resale.

Foreign acquisition vehicle

The private equity fund itself is, in most cases, not entitled to claim bene�ts under a double taxation agreement.

This is why regular attempts are made to locate the acquisition company in a state that has concluded a double taxation agreement
with Switzerland, which generally allows complete relief from dividend WHT (ie, a zero-rate state).

However, the requirements that the Swiss Federal Tax Administration (SFTA) places on the substance of a foreign acquisition company
for the use of double taxation agreements are high. Apart from balance sheet substance (30% equity capitalisation), the foreign
acquisition company must also have either functional or personnel substance. Generally, private equity funds rarely have functional
substance because the acquisition company is typically a special purpose vehicle (SPV) and therefore has no other substantial
holdings. The requirements placed by the SFTA on the personnel substance are high, and will generally only be met if the private equity
house maintains a management company in the country of domicile of the acquisition company with locally active persons who
perform essential functions in the monitoring and management of Swiss and other target companies of the respective fund family.
Minimum regulatory or corporate law requirements (eg, appointment of local service providers to the board of directors) are just as
insu�cient as on-site meetings of the investment committee.

Swiss acquisition vehicle

Due to the elevated requirements that the SFTA places on the substance of a foreign acquisition company, a domestic acquisition
company is ultimately chosen for many private equity funds rather than a foreign one.

Under domestic law, a domestic acquisition company is entitled to a full refund of WHT on dividends received by it (from the target
company). Generally, via the creation of paid-in capital and the granting of shareholder loans by the private equity fund, the way may be
paved for the repatriation (abroad) of at least the funds made available to the acquisition company without WHT being deducted (which
would normally su�ce for any planned recaps of the fund).

However, under the heading of "extended international transposition" (ie, tax avoidance), the SFTA refuses to grant the Swiss acquisition
company a refund of WHT (or the application of the reporting procedure) on distributions made by the domestic target company to the
extent that the domestic acquisition company may distribute reserves without deducting WHT to a non-refundable purchaser (ie, to the
extent of the sum of the paid-in capital and shareholder loans).

If it can be demonstrated that the acquisition company functions as a vehicle for raising debt capital from third parties (banks) and/or
has been set up for the purpose of seller participation, the SFTA will refrain from asserting tax avoidance. Notably, this will be the case if
the acquisition �nancing raised by the acquisition company from third parties exceeds the private equity fund's own �nancing or if, in the
event of debt �nancing of less than 50%, the sellers (re)invest substantially in the acquisition company.

In the event of a two-tier acquisition company preferred by banks (Swiss HoldCo/Swiss BuyCo), no substrate (such as paid-in capital
contributions reserves re�ected as such and shareholders loans) may be created on the level of the domestic holding company which
may be distributed out of Switzerland free of WHT. If, however, the banks' borrowed capital on the level of the acquisition company
exceeds any shareholder loan, there will be no grounds on which the extended international transposition could be applied.

Swiss equity stamp duty

In Switzerland, 1% issuance stamp duty is levied on capital contributions from shareholders to Swiss companies, which comprises the
initial creation and subsequent increases of share capital, as well as contributions without any issuance of shares.
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Within the current legal framework, there are various ways of lowering or avoiding said 1% issuance stamp duty which is charged on
equity capital. One common route is to fund Swiss companies through shareholders' interest-bearing or interest-free loans, which do
not attract issuance stamp duty. However, interest payments present complexities due to the thin cap and maximum interest rules and
the respective transfer pricing issues.

Due to the formal nature of the Swiss issuance stamp duty, it will only be levied in the event of a contribution by a direct shareholder. As
a result, issuance stamp duty may be avoided if the contribution is made by an indirect grandparent company rather than the direct
shareholder. For private equity houses with su�cient substance abroad to satisfy the Swiss anti-agreement abuse substance
requirements on the level of the interposed foreign holding company, allowing for WHT-free distributions of dividends out of Switzerland,
grandparent contributions through a Swiss or foreign intermediate holding company are therefore quite often used to avoid the 1%
issuance stamp duty.

For private equity structures which are not eligible for the treaty bene�ts, typically two-tier acquisition structure �nanced by debt or
equity on the level of lower-tier Swiss BuyCo rather than the level of Swiss HoldCo is chosen to avoid said 1% Swiss equity stamp duty.

In practice, the above-mentioned 1% issuance stamp duty should typically only be accepted by private equity houses which are ineligible
for Swiss treaty bene�ts against the background of a single acquisition company being set up in Switzerland intentionally in order to
optimise the Swiss WHT situation and allow for some recap potential for the private equity fund.

Acquisition �nancing

Large Swiss acquisitions include either or both:

the placement of acquisition term-loan tranches with institutional investors (rather than banks); and

the issuance of high-yield notes.

In some transactions, bridge �nancing is provided to facilitate the acquisition process and the closing mechanics, and arranged and
re�nanced by high-yield notes �nancing as soon as possible after closing. Smaller Swiss domestic acquisition �nancing transactions,
on the other hand, are often �nanced by Swiss banks, including Swiss cantonal banks and smaller �nancial institutions. This �nancing is
usually held by the banks on their balance sheet until full repayment has been made.

Non-bank rules

The mere provision of (acquisition) �nancing does not in itself trigger a licensing requirement under Swiss laws. The tax structuring of
acquisition �nancing transactions is more challenging, largely due to the Swiss non-bank rules.

When structuring a syndicated �nancing transaction involving Swiss borrowers, the usual approach is to limit the number of non-banks
(investors) to 10 so as to comply with the non-bank rules to avoid 35% WHTs on the relevant interest payments. This approach is
obviously not feasible in larger leveraged acquisition �nancing transactions, where term-loan tranches or notes are placed outside the
banking market. Accordingly, funds under these transactions may not be raised by a Swiss borrower or issuer, but rather through top-tier
vehicles incorporated abroad in a jurisdiction which has a bene�cial double tax agreement with Switzerland (for the purposes of up-
streaming dividends without triggering WHT). A foreign vehicle may either act as an acquisition vehicle or set up a Swiss acquisition
vehicle itself if this is bene�cial to the structure for other (tax) structural reasons.

Given the generally bene�cial double tax agreement between Switzerland and Luxembourg, structures often involve multi-level
acquisition vehicles incorporated in Luxembourg. If funds raised by a non-Swiss borrower are lent onwards within the group to a Swiss
target company (or to a Swiss acquisition vehicle), this may be considered as a circumvention by the SFTA. This will be relevant if the
Swiss target company or a potential Swiss acquisition vehicle guarantees and secures the acquisition �nancing in question. However,
the SFTA has previously considered and approved structures that have included these structural elements by way of binding tax rulings.
Nevertheless, this process must be carefully structured, considering the time required for obtaining tax rulings, particularly when using a
Swiss acquisition vehicle (because the proceeds of the �nancing will be largely onward lent to a Swiss vehicle).

If the transaction includes a (revolving) working capital facility lent directly to the (Swiss) target companies, compliance with the non-
bank rules can only be achieved by limiting the number of non-banks to 10. For the purposes of ensuring that the acquisition debt
portion of the �nancing (which typically involves more than 10 non-banks as lenders or noteholders) does not affect the working capital
facility, it is important to structure these facilities in a manner that ensures their quali�cation as separate �nancings for the purposes of
the non-bank rules. Against this background, loss-sharing provisions and similar (equalisation) provisions contained in inter-creditor
arrangements must also be carefully structured or con�rmed by the SFTA (by way of a tax ruling) against the Swiss non-bank rules.

Pushdown of debt: deductibility of interest expense

Under Swiss tax law, for corporate income tax purposes, interest incurred on the level of the acquisition vehicle may not be offset
against income generated on the Swiss target company level. This is because there is generally no tax consolidation under Swiss tax
law (neither in Swiss domestic nor cross-border situations).

However, there are some limited means of indirectly "pushing down" the acquisition debt portion, particularly if the existing debt can be
re�nanced on the target level. For the purposes of the Swiss Non-Bank Rules, this should be structured as a downstream loan from the
acquisition vehicle to the target level (or by re�nancing the existing debt on the target level, even though this would result in a limitation
of the number of non-banks to ten for the portion of debt in question).

However, given the lending of the proceeds of the acquisition debt, the Swiss non-bank rules would have to be carefully addressed.
Alternatively, an (indirect) pushdown may be achieved by way of an equity-to-debt swap, where equity (freely distributable reserves or
even share capital that can be reduced) is distributed, but not actually paid out, and then converted into a downstream loan. In recent
transactions, an additional pushdown of debt potential has been created through a number of post-acquisition restructuring steps (such
as intra-group sales of asset-generating additional earnings and the respective debt capacity).
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Setting up an ideal acquisition structure for private equity acquisitions in Switzerland is complex from a tax point of view and
necessitates extremely careful planning. Some topics must be discussed with the tax authorities and clari�ed in a binding and legally
secure manner by means of tax rulings.

For further information on this topic please contact Maurus Winzap or Fabienne Limacher at Walder Wyss by telephone (+41 58 658 58
58) or email (maurus.winzap@walderwyss.com or fabienne.limacher@walderwyss.com). The Walder Wyss website can be accessed at
www.walderwyss.com.
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